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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A combined golf bag and cart apparatus is disclosed 

herein comprising a unitary, monolithic construction in 
corporating a container body for storage for a plurality of 
playing clubs, a score card shelf, a wheel assembly, a 
handle means and a tripod support element cooperating 
with the wheel assembly to balance and support the 
apparatus. An accessory bag is detachably secured to the 
construction body to accommodate storage of accessory 
equipment. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

(1) Field of the invention 
This invention relates to sporting equipment and, more 

particularly, to a novel golf bag and cart apparatus 
formed into a monolithic body incorporating in the 
unitary construction thereof provisions for accommodat 
ing a variety of playing equipment and accessories there 
for normally employed in the game of golf. The present 
invention will be described in connection with accessories 
normally employed in the game of golf but it is to be 
understood that this is by way of illustration and not of 
limitation. 

(2) Description of prior art 
In the playing of the game of golf or the like, it has been 

the customary practice to design, manufacture and sell 
separate and independently constructed equipment acces 
sories for the purpose of storing golf clubs, hauling 
the golf clubs from place to place, holders for golf balls, 
tees, etc. Each accessory such as a golf bag or a golf 
cart is sold as an independent unit and consequently, it is 
normally necessary to have a multiplicity and plurality 
of separate such accessories in order to accommodate the 
various equipment required in the playing of golf. Each 
of such accessory is expensive so that the accumulation of 
several accessories is quite costly and the number of 
accessories requires substantial storing space when not 
in use. 

However, in accordance with the present invention, all 
of the above applications and many others, are achieved 
through the employment of the present invention which is 
readily and quickly available for use for any one of a 
variety of accessory uses which are normally attributable 
to the use of separate and independent accessories and 
equipment. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The problems and difficulties encountered by the use 
of conventional golf equipment storage and carrying de 
vices are obviated by the present invention which pro 
vides a monolithic body having a central cavity adapted 
to receive and store a plurality of golf clubs. The entrance 
to the cavity is integrally formed with an apertured mem 
ber for slidably receiving the elongated handles of each 
of the clubs and for separating respective adjacent ones 
of the clubs. The body is further integrally formed with 
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a shelf portion laterally disposed with respect to the 
apertured member which includes means for detachably 
retaining a score card or other record media on the shelf 
portion. A wheel assembly is rotatably carried on the 
end of the monolithic body opposite to its end formed 
with the apertured member so that the device may be 
pulled over terrain supported by the wheeled assembly. 
For stabilizing and balancing the monolithic body in a 
stationary location, a support element is integrally formed 
in the body at its end carrying the wheel assembly so 
that a tripod supporting relationship is produced to main 
tain the device in an upright position at a slightly canted 
angle to permit ready selection of a golf club as well as 
to permit easy removal or insertion thereof. 

Handle means are provided at the top end of the body 
adjacent the apertured member which is adapted to be ex 
tended when it is desired to wheel the device about the 
terrain. Means are provided for preventing interference 
of the handle means with the golf clubs positioned in the 
cavity so that the handle means will not bind or be 
blocked when extended and so that the handle means 
when in its non-extended position will not block insertion 
or removal of any one of the golf clubs. This latter means 
is also integrally formed in the body structure and prefer 
ably takes the form of inwardly projecting dimples or 
deformations critically located to guide the handle means. 
Also, an accessory bag is fixedly secured about the mid 
section of the body on its external surface thereof which 
may be employed to store a variety of small accessories 
such as golf balls and tees. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a plurality 
of tubes are inserted through each of the respective aper 
tures in the apertured member so that each of the in 
stalled tubes is adapted to receive the handle of a golf 
club. This means separates the handles within the cavity. 

Therefore, it is among the primary objects of the pres 
ent invention to provide a monolithic and unitary body 
structure wherein portions thereof are selectively adapted 
to receive and accommodate a plurality of sporting equip 
ment accessories for storage and/or carrying purposes. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

a novel body construction serving as a combined golf 
bag and golf cart incorporating integrally formed por 
tions adapted to receive a variety of golf equipment for 
storage and for hauling purposes. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide a 

novel integrally formed body construction comprising a 
combined golf bag and cart selectively adaptable to pro 
vide a variety of functions and purposes associated with 
the normal requirements and usage of persons engaging 
in the game of golf Such that the body construction may 
be converted for several uses without the removal of 
parts or the adding of additional parts to make up an 
independent usage. 

Still a further object of the present invention is to 
provide a novel monolithic golf bag and cart apparatus 
having integrally formed parts and elements adapted to 
combine a plurality of normal uses into a single article 
normally requiring a plurality of articles for separate 
usage, 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 
Other objects and feature of the invention and various 

advantages and characteristics of the present combined 
golf bag and cart apparatus will be apparent from a con 
sideration of the following detailed description when taken 
in connection with the accompanying drawings in which 
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like numbers of reference denote corresponding parts 
throughout the several views, in which: 
FIG. 1 is a front elevational view of the novel com 

bined golf bag cart apparatus of the present invention 
illustrating a plurality of golf clubs shown in phantom 
lines; 
FIG. 2 is a side elevational view of apparatus shown 

in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a rear elevational view of the apparatus 

shown in FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a sectional view of the apparatus and taken 

in the direction of arrows 4-4 of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view of the apparatus shown 

in FIG. 4 as taken in the direction of arrows 5-5 there 
of; and 
FIG. 6 is a top-planed view of the apparatus shown in 

FIG. 3 as taken in the direction of arrows 6-6 thereof. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

Referring to FIG. 1, the novel combined golf bag and 
cart apparatus of the persent invention is indicated in the 
general direction of arrow 10 which includes a monolithic 
constructed body 1 having an internal cavity defined by 
the sidewalls of the body construction adapted to receive 
and store a plurality of golf clubs as indicated in phantom 
lines by numerals 12 and 13. The lower end of the body 
construction 11 includes a flared base portion integrally 
formed with the body construction comprising lateral 
fairings 14 and 15 integrally joined by a base 6. The base 
16 carries a fixed axle 17 having wheels 18 and 20 ro 
tatably secured to the opposite ends thereof so as to form 
a wheel assembly for the body construction. The opposite 
end of the elongated body construction from its end carry 
ing wheel assembly is provided with an aperture member 
21 is substantially projecing from an apertured top por 
tion 22. The apertured top member and potrion 21 and 
22 are each provided with a plurality of apertures, such as 
aperture 23, constituting separate and individual entrances 
to the internal cavity of the body construction through 
which the handles of golf clubs i2 and 3 may be remov 
ably inserted. The upper portion of the body construc 
tion further includes a forwardly projecting section 24 
having a top sloping surface 25 merging with the apertured 
portion 22 adapted to support and carry a handle means 
26. The handle means may take any suitable form either 
stationary or extendable. Preferably, the handle means is 
extendable and is illustrated in its non-extended position 
in solid lines and takes the form of a U-shaped member 
wherein the arms thereof extend into the internal cavity of 
the body construction through formed holes in the surface 
25. A pair of rotatable retainer rings 27 and 28 are em 
ployed for securing the handle means in its extended 
position when it is desired to pull the device over the ter 
rain of a golf course. 

Referring now in detail to FIG. 2, it is more readily 
apparent that the apertured member 21 is raised above 
the apertured portion 22 as well as a second apertured 
portion 30 lying in the same horizontal plane as the aper 
tured portion 22. The plurality of apertures formed in 
apertured member 21 are intended to reecive selected golf 
clubs such as those commonly referred to as “woods.' The 
apertures in the apertured portions 22 and 30 are intended 
to receive selected clubs of a set commonly known as 
"irons.” Not only are each of the club handles separated 
from adjacent ones of the clubs in the set by the portions 
of the body construction between adjacent apertures, but 
an elongated polyurethane sleeve or tube, such as indi 
dicated by numeral 31, is inserted through each of the 
apertures So that the sleeves substantially extend the full 
length of the internal cavity. By employing the plurality 
of sleeves, the clubs which are inserted into the interior 
of each sleeve are maintained in a substantially parallel 
relationship with respect to each other so that the overall 
appearance of the set of clubs is orderly and the clubs 
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will not engage each other which might otherwise cause 
damage. 

FIG. 2 further illustrates a rearward projecting section 
32 similar to the front section 24 which includes a sloping 
top surface 33 adapted to receive and hold a record ne 
dium such as a score card for example. The rear section 
32 also includes an integrally formed hand grip recess 
34 adapted to be grasped by the hand by the player for 
moving or carrying the device from one place to another. 

Disposed immediately below the rear projecting Section 
32, there is provided a storage bag 35 having a suitable 
opening which may be closed by a closure device 35 Such 
as a zipper for example. The bag 35 may take the form of 
a rigid wall container, a flexible fabric or other suitable 
material and is secured to the rear wall of the body con 
struction 11 by means of a fastener 37. The bag 35 may 
be employed for storing golf balls, tees, pencils, score 
cards, etc. 
The device 10 is illustrated in its standing position 

whereby the body construction 1 is supported on the 
wheel assembly in cooperation with a pedestal support or 
stand member 38. The support is integrally formed with 
the body construction at the base portion thereof and 
extends downwardly below the bottom of the body con 
Struction into engagement with a supporting Surface Such 
as the ground. By this construction, the wheel assembly 
and the Support 38 provide a tripod support for maintain 
ing the body construction 11 in a substantially upright 
position. It is to be noted that the support 38 extends be 
low the bottom of the body construction for a slight dis 
tance more than the radius of the wheel so that a tilt angle 
is provided in a forward direction. This has the effect of 
placing the set of clubs in a more advantageous position 
for player selection and removal than if the body con 
struction were maintained in a substantially vertical rela 
tionship with respect to the supporting surface. Also, by 
canting or tilting the body construction in a forward di 
rection, the record surface 33 is maintained in a substan 
tially horizontal orientation which permits the player to 
Write or mark upon the record media carried thereon. 

Referring now to FIG. 3, it is to be noted that the 
sleeves 31 are inserted through their respective apertures 
Such as aperture 23 and that the uppermost end of each 
sleeve is provided with an enlarged or thickened end 40 
which is adapted to be press fitted against the entrance de 
fining edges of each aperture. In this fashion, the plurality 
of tubes or sleeves are fastened to the body construction 
and are not normally removed after insertion and press 
fitting has taken place. Also, it is to be understood that 
axle 7 is molded in place when the body construction 11 
is formed So that after fabrication, wheels 18 and 20 need 
only by rotatably secured on the opposite ends of the axle. 
The axle is not intended to rotate and is secured to the an 
nular wall of a transversely extending bore passing 
through the base 16 of the body construction 11. 

In FIG. 4, it can be seen that the respective tubes or 
sleeves 3i extend into the cavity, indicted by numeral 
41, SO as to occupy the cavity in substantially spaced 
apart parallel relationship. The handle means 26 is illus 
trated as passing through the maze of tubes or sleeves 31 
disposed within the cavity 41. The elongated portions of 
the handle means 26 are guided by means of sliding en 
gagement with the inside surface of a pair of dimples 
or sidewall deformations 42 and 43 which are integrally 
formed from the sidewall of the body construction 11. 
This relationship is more clearly shown in FIG. 5 where 
in a pair of parallel arms 44 and 45 of the handle means 
26 passes between adjacent rows and columns of tubes 
31. However, it is to be understood that parallel arms 
are not a necessity and that a single rod, dowel or the 
like may be employed for the handle means. 

In FIG. 6, it can be seen that the record surface 33 
includes retainer means 46 and 47 which are adapted to 
removably retain a suitable record media such as a score 
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card in place on the surface 33. The retaining means 
may take the form of clips or the like and assists the 
player when it is desired to write or otherwise mark on 
the record media. Furthermore, the arrangement of the 
apertures on portions 22, 30 and on the apertured mem 
ber 21 are arranged in substantially equally spaced apart 
rows and columns wherein the total number of apertures 
are equal to the number of golf clubs in a set of clubs. 
Preferably, the clubs referred to as "woods' number four 
and are inserted through the apertures into respective 
tubes 31 associated with aperture member 21, while the 
clubs known as "irons' number ten and are inserted 
through the apertures provided on the portions 31 and 
22 respectively. 

In view of the foregoing, it can be seen that the novel 
apparatus of the present invention provides a combined 
golf bag and golf cart and further incorporates provi 
sion for handling accessory items such as golf balls, tees, 
and score cards. Furthermore, the body construction 
which includes the flared base portion having fairings 14 
and 15 and the forward and rear sections 24 and 32 are 
all integrally formed by means of a single mold or die. 
Preferably, integral fabrication is performed by means 
of a single mold employing a rotary casting machine in 
which a suitable preparation of resin and catalyst are 
combined so that the unitary body construction is com 
posed of a desirable plastic composition. Additionally, 
the pedestal support 38 is part of the same mold and the 
axle 17 is molded in place simultaneously with the set 
ting and molding of the body construction. Preferably, 
the axle is composed of a metal such as aluminum and 
a suitable bond is produced which secures the axle to the 
base portion of the body construction during the mold 
ing process. The single mold also includes provision for 
the apertures on portions 22 and 30 as well as member : 
21. Thereby, the resultant device represents a monolithic 
construction and only the handle means 26, wheels 18 
and 20, and bag 35 require assembly to complete the 
apparatus. 
While particular embodiments of the present invention 

have been shown and described, it will be obvious to 
those skilled in the art that changes and modifications 
may be made without departing from this invention in 
its broader aspects, and, therefore, the aim in the ap 
pended claims is to cover all such changes and modifica 
tions as fall within the true spirit and scope of this 
invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A combined golf bag and cart apparatus compris 

Ing: 
a monolithic body construction with an internal cavity 
and having a plurality of apertures formed in one 
end thereof communicating with said cavity and 
being adapted to receive the handle of a golf club 
in each of said apertures; 

said body construction including a base portion hav 
ing an axle secured thereto with wheels rotatably 
carried on its opposite ends; 

handle means carried on said body construction 
adapted to be grasped by the hands of a person in 
order to effectively pull the apparatus on said 
wheels; 

said handle means comprising an elongated member 
extendably mounted on said body adjacent said sepa 
rator means; and 

at least one deformation in the sidewall of said body 
projecting into said cavity adapted to be slidably 
engaged by said handle member so as to direct said 
handle member between adjacent ones of said clubs 
occupying said cavity. 

2. The invention as defined in claim 1 wherein said: 
body construction includes a pedestal support inte 

grally formed with said base portion and downwardly 
depending therefrom in fixed spaced apart relation 
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ship with respect to said wheels so as to cooperate 
therewith in providing a tripod support for the 
apparatus. 

3. The invention as defined in claim 2 wherein: 
said body construction further includes an integrally 
formed shelf portion adjacent said plurality of aper 
tures adapted to support a record media thereon. 

4. The invention as defined in claim 3 including: 
an accessory container secured to said body construc 

tion mid-way between its opposite ends and being 
adapted to store a variety of accessories employed 
in the game of golf. 

5. The invention as defined in claim 1 wherein: 
said body construction end formed with said apertures 

comprises a pair of apertured portions separated by 
a substantially raised apertured member there 
between. 

6. The invention as defined in claim 1 including: 
an elongated tubular sleeve carried by said body con 

struction in each of Said apertures and extending 
into said internal cavity. 

7. A combined golf bag and cart apparatus compris 
ling: 

a monolithic body construction with an internal cavity 
and having a plurality of apertures formed in one 
end threof communicating with said cavity and 
being adapted to receive the handle of a golf club 
in each of said apertures; 

Said body construction including a base portion having 
an axle Secured thereto with wheels rotatably car 
ried on its opposite ends; 

said base portion including integrally formed lateral 
fairings terminating adjacent the bottom of said body 
construction in a molded-in-place axle joint; and 
further including 

a Support integrally formed with said base portion 
providing a ripod support in cooperation with said 
wheels. 

8. In a golf bag and cart apparatus adapted to remov 
ably hold a set of golf clubs and having wheels and 
handle means for pulling the apparatus on said wheels, 
the combination which comprises: 

an elongated body forming a unitary structure having 
said wheels rotatably carried on one end thereof and 
formed with a central internal cavity; 

separator means formed in the other end of said body 
adapted to receive the handles of each club included 
in said set of clubs so that the handles substantially 
occupy said internal cavity; 

Said handle means comprising an elongated member 
extendably mounted on Said body adjacent said sepa 
rator means; and 

at least one deformation in the sidewall of said body 
projecting into said cavity adapted to be slidably 
engaged by said handle member so as to direct said 
handle member between adjacent ones of said clubs 
occupying said cavity. 

9. The invention as defined in claim 8 wherein: 
Said separator means includes a plurality of elongated 

tubes Secured to said other end of said body extend 
ing downwardly in depending relationship therewith 
into said internal cavity. 

10. The invention as defined in claim 8 wherein: 
said body includes a support member integrally formed 

at Said one end thereof and extending below the 
bottom thereof so as to establish a tripod stand in 
cooperation with said wheels. 

11. The invention as defined in claim 8 wherein: 
said body includes outwardly projecting sections in. 

tegrally formed with said body and separated by 
said club separator means; 

a selected one of said sections being adapted to slid 
ably mount said handle means; and 

the other of said sections being adapted to support a 
record media. 
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12. The invention as defined in claim 8 including: References Cited 
an axle molded in place in said one end of said body UNITED STATES PATENTS 

and having exposed opposite ends adapted to rotat 
ably mount said wheels. 2,783,054 2/1957 Stratton ------ 280-(WGCC) 

3. The invention as defined in claim 8 wherein: 5 3.94:32 12/1961 Schemenauer -- 280-(WGCC) 
said separator means includes a plurality of apertures 3.025,074 3/1962 Owen -------- 280 SWG. 

formed in said other end of said body in spaced 3,366,397 1/1968 Zeilstra --------- 2 7.2 
apart relationship in rows and columns; and further FOREIGN PATENTS 
includes 804,722 11/1958 Great Britain -- 280-(WGCC) an elongated sleeve carried in each of said apertures lo 
so as to extend into said internal cavity and each BENJAMIN HERSH, Primary Examiner 
sleeve being adapted to removably receive and sup 
port the handle of a club chosen from said set of J. A. PEKAR, Assistant Examiner 
clubs. 


